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The Arabic script is the writing system used for writing Arabic and several other languages of Asia and Africa,
such as Azerbaijani, Sindhi, Pashto, Persian, Kurdish, Lurish, Urdu, Mandinka, and others. Until the 16th
century, it was also used to write some texts in Spanish.Additionally, Turkish, prior to the Turkish language
reform, was written in Perso-Arabic script.
Arabic script - Wikipedia
Egyptian Arabic, locally known as the Egyptian colloquial language, Masri or Masry, meaning simply
"Egyptian", is spoken by most contemporary Egyptians.. Egyptian is a North African dialect of the Arabic
language which is a Semitic branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family.It originated in the Nile Delta in Lower
Egypt around the capital Cairo.Egyptian Arabic evolved from the Quranic Arabic ...
Egyptian Arabic - Wikipedia
Discover Islam, The Islamic Religion, Islam Holy Book, Muhammad, Muslim People and More..
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